


Practical Oscilloscopes at
Workaday Prices
1 S-MHz bandwi dth, 2mV sensitivity, 3o/o accuracy,sweeps
usable to 2)nsldiv and an 8 x 10 cm CRT with internal
graticule would normally c/ass these osci//oscopes as
laboratory instrumenfs but they will find wide use in the
service shop, technical school, and industry.

by Hans-Giinter Hohmann

A DVANCES IN INSTRUMENTATION nowadays
.{a. ao not always involve the bettering of previous
performance specifications but rather the bettering
of performance/price ratios. Several new instru-
ments recently described here-a counterl, a digital
voltmeter2, and a function generator3-are of interest
because their design made high-quality performance
attainable for the technical school, service shop, and
other low-budget operations, as well as for the weII-
equipped elechonics laboratory.

Now joining the family of instruments available
for restricted budgets are two new oscilloscopes.
With a frequency range of dc to 15 MHz, these belong
among the basic tools for everyday work in the lab,
service shop and production area. Advances in tech-
nology made it possible to design these instruments
with a better performance/price ratio than would
have been possible 5 or 6 years ago.

One of the new oscilloscopes, Model 1220A (Fig.
1), is a dual-channel instrument and the other, Model
1227A (Fig. 2), is a lower-cost, single channel ver-
sion. These instruments have the performance
needed for meeting a wide variety of applications (15
MHz bandwidth, 2 mV sensitivity, S% accuracy, and
ca l ib ra ted  sweep t imes f rom 0 .5  s /d iv  to  100
ns/div-even faster with the magnifier) and they
have the most useful oscilloscope features (x10
sweep magnifier, beam finder, X-Y display capabi-
lity, internal CRT graticule, TV sync separator).
Above all, they have traditional HP reliability, and
they have an affordable price.

Easy Operation
Despite the minimal cost, the new oscilloscopes

have a number of operating conveniences that make
them easy instruments to use. Considerable thought
was devoted to achieving an uncluttered front-panel
layout with controls placed so operation is easily un-
derstood. Automatic triggering assures that a base-

line is present even in the absence of a signal or if the
trigger level control is set beyond the range of the sig-
nal. Although the dual-channel Model 1220,{ oscil-
loscope operates in either a chopped or an alternate
sweep mode when displaying two signals, the opera-
tor need not concern himself  with making the
choice. The choice is made by the TIME/DIV switch,
which selects the alternate-sweep mode (display
channel A on one sweep then channel B on the next)
when the sweep rate is fast enough to avoid flicker.
On the slower sweeps, 1 ms/cm or longer, the switch
selects the chopped mode (the CRT spot switches
back and forth from one waveform to the other at a
ZOO-Wlz rate to trace both waveforms on the same
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sweep). Similarly, when triggering from a TV signal,
the sweep triggers on either the horizontal or the ver-
tical sync pulses according to the setting of the rIN,tsl
oIV switch.

But even with their operating simplicity, the in-
struments have the flexibility needed for a wide
range of applications. The operator can select the
source of sweep triggers (internal, external, ac line,
TV) and he can select the point on the waveform
where he would want triggering to occur (slope, le-

Fig. 1. New Model 1220A dual-
channel Oscilloscope has pertor-
mance and quality usually found
only in laboratory instruments,
yet it catries a down-to-earth prrce.
Suitable for the general run of
audio, video, Iogic, and control
measurements, it can also make
I ow-lev el measu r ements.

vel). External signals can also be applied to the hori-
zontal deflection amplifiers for making X-Y plots or
the Lissajous figures commonly used for phase-shift
measurements. There is also a rear-panel Z-axis in-
put for modulating the CRT beam intensity.

These instruments also have reduced bulk and
weight, weighing about 16 lbs (8 kg) each.

Reducing Costs
Obtaining reliability and versatility at low cost re-

quired some departures from traditional practice. A
major expense in producing a complicated instru-
ment like an oscilloscope is in assembly and test. The
design of the new oscilloscopes eliminates several
production steps both in fabricating parts and testing
the circuits. For example, the cabinet is made of a
molded, thermosetting resin [Fig. 3) that has a me-
chanical stability comparable to that of aluminum
and that is widely used as a replacement for metal in
automobiles and household appliances. It allows
these oscilloscopes to be used in production areas,
around process control equipment, and in other
areas where ruggedness is needed. Because the cabin-
et can be molded in one operation with all mounting
posts, bar stiffeners, access holes and the like in
place, several manufacturing steps are eliminated.
The cabinet is metallized on the inside surfaces
where RF shielding is desired.

The internal chassis parts were designed in modu-
lar form for quick assembly by plugging together.
This has the further advantage that the modules can

Fig. 2. Lower-priced Model 1221 A
cal to Model 12204 exceot that it
cnannel.
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Flg. 3, Ihe major structural component is molded with a
thermosetting resin, greatly reducing the number of opera-
tions needed to manufactute the instrument.

be completely pre-tested by an automatic test system
before final assembly. Most interconnections are
made on printed-circuit boards with intermodule
connections made by plug-in flat cables, significant-
Iy reducing wiring and assembly time.

In some cases, costs were reduced by using pre-
mium components rather than the least expensive,
For example, precision resistors and capacitors are
used in the sweep timing circuits. It was therefore
not necessary to include the bimmers that otherwise
would be needed had lower cost components with
looser tolerances been used. Hence, no time is taken
at the test station for adjusting those variable com-
ponents that are no longer included.

Part of the cost reduction is simply a matter of ad-
vancing technology. High-performance solid-state
components are now obtainable at lower prices and

the wide variety of available off-the-shelf integrated
circuits make it possible to be almost extravagant in
the use of functions. For instance, selection of most
input sensitivity ranges is performed by switching
the gain of the amplifiers. The input attenuator there-
fore needs only two positions and a straight-through
position, reducing the number of adjustable fre-
quency-compensating capacitors needed.

The Overview
A simplified block diagram of the new Model

122OA dual-channel oscilloscope is shown in Fig. 4.
As can be seen, the general scheme of things is not
much different from other dual-channel oscillo-
scopes. The Model 7227A single-channel version is
similar except that it omits channel B and the circuits
needed to multiplex two input channels into the
single vertical CRT drive channel.

Solid-state circuits are used throughout. Power
consumption is low, less than 40W, reducing inter-
nal heat rise with a consequent enhancement of relia-
bility. No vent holes are needed, lessening the prob-
Iems associated with operating in adverse environ-
ments.

The CRT
Although the design of any oscilloscope begins

with the cathode-ray tube, the CRT design has to take
into account the circuits that may be used. The Hew-
Iett-Packard Model 1310A large-screen Graphic Dis-
play had shown that substantial drive voltages at
high frequencies can be obtained at moderate cost
from solid-state circuits.a This meant that the expan-
sion-mesh electrode-which had originally made
high performance economically possible in all solid-
state oscilloscopes-weuld not be needed for the new

Flg .  4 .  S imp l i f ied  b lock  d ia -
gram of the Model 1220A Oscil-
/oscope. The Model 1221A is
similar except that it omits chan-
nel B and the choDlalt control.



The input signal goes to a high-impedance FET stage
that is part of a differential amplifier. The other input
to the amplifier is a dc balance voltage. The two in-
put FET's are mounted on the same substrate and
thus have good thermal stability so once the balance
voltage is set, it seldom needs readjustment. This
made practical the instruments' high sensitivity
(2mVlcm defl ection factor).

The gain of the differential amplifier is changed by
switching current sources Q5 and Q6. On the three
most sensitive ranges, Q6 is turned on and Q5 off so
emitter resistors R1 and R2 in parallel with R3 and R4
determine the gain of the amplifier. On all other
ranges, Q5 is on and Q6 off so the smaller resistors
are effectively cut out of the circuit by the decou-
pling diodes, reducing the amplifier gain by a factor
of t0. As gain switching is performed by control vol-
tages, the electrical and mechanical design could be
simplified.

The output of the first stage passes through a se-
cond differential stage (not shown) that has adjust-
able feedback to calibrate the gain of the vertical
amplifier. From there, the signal goes to another
stage that uses three sets of switched emitter resistors
to give gains proportional to x1, x2, and x5.

The signal then passes through a dc shifter to give
vertical positioning control and a diode gate that mul-
tiplexes the two channels into a single channel (Fig.
 ). The single channel goes to the CRT driver.

Economical Drive
One leg of the CRT driver stage is shown in Fig. 8.

By dividing the 95V supply voltage across four tran-
sistors, lower-cost, low-voltage, high-frequency tran-
sistors may be used to obtain the 60V swing needed
for each CRT deflection electrode.

The lower two transistors (Q10, Q11) are con-
nected as a cascode amplifier for better high fre-
quency response. The upper two (Q12, Q13), also in
cascode, serve as a constant-current load for Q10 and

Fig. 5. fhe cathode-ray tube for the new oscl//oscopes
uses an uncomplicated structure that reduces the number of
manufacturing steps.

scopes. Furthermore, the drive voltage available
meant that beam acceleration could be obtained en-
tirely in the electron gun, and a post-accelerating
field would not be needed. All this added up to a re-
latively simple structure that eliminated several pro-
cessing steps.

One processing step that was not eliminated was
insertion of the internal graticule. The black grati-
cule lines are deposited on the inner surface of the
faceplate and fused onto the faceplate before the
phosphor [P31)is deposited, placing the graticule in
the same plane as the phosphor. This eliminates the
parallax errors that otherwise occur when the grati-
cule is external to the CRT (Fig. 6). The improvement
in reading accuracy is considered to be well worth
the extra expense. Vertical deflection accuracy is
within 3%, about as close as the eye can discern. This
accuracy enables the oscil loscopes to be used as volt-
meters as well as waveform tracers.

Gain Switching
A skeleton diagram of the input attenuator and

first preamplifier stage is shown in Fig. 7. Input impe-
dance on all ranges is 1 MO in parallel with 30 pF.

Fig.6. Placing the CRT graticule
in the same plane as the phosphor
assures high measu rement accur-
acy from any viewing angle by
eliminating parallax.



(Gain : A)

Flg. 7. Vertical input needs only two frequency-compensaled attenuator sectlons. The other

ranges are obtained by using dc voltages to switch the Qain of the amplifiers

Q11. A constant-current source supplies more cur-
rent for charging the distributed load capacitance
than a passive load would (at the same power dissipa-
tion), thus speeding up the transient response.4 How-
ever, the steady-state current flow normally estab-
lishes the maximum charge rate. To permit the
steady-state current to be small, and hence keep
power dissipation low, the current source in this cir-
cuit is modulated by the signal through capacitor
C11. High-speed transients passing through C11 to
Q13 increase available current during fast transients
to speed up the response of the amplifier. This con-
figuration thus gives fast transient response with low
steady-state current.

The circuit shown in Fig. 8 supplies the drive vol-
tage for one CRT vertical deflection elechode and an
identical amplifier drives the other electrode in the
opposite phase. The horizontal drive amplifiers use a
similar configuration but with higher-voltage transis-
tors operating from a *27OY supply. This obtains the
higher drive voltage needed for the horizontal deflec-
tion plates.

Logical Triggering
Triggering is often a problem with oscilloscopesr

most of the problems arising because a new trigger
may occur before the sweep circuits have fully re-
covered from the previous sweep. This results in an
erratic display.

Basical ly,  the new osci l loscopes'  t r igger and

Flg. 8. Output stage uses a cascode driver P10, Q1 1)
with a constant-cunent load (Q12, Q13). R70 estab/ishes the
sfeady-state current.
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sweep circuits follow established laboratory oscillo-
scope practice. The trigger signal is applied to a dif-
ferential amplifier and the polarity switch selects
one of the inputs according to the trigger slope de-
sired [Fig. a). The negative-going slope of the output
switches a Schmitt trigger as it crosses the threshold-
voltage level (Fig. 9), The resulting positive-going
step at the output of the Schmitt circuit triggers the
gate generator, a flip-flop. It in turn switches off the
ramp capacitor discharge switch (Q20 in Fig. 9) and
unblanks the CRT. Ramp capacitor C20 now charges
through constant-current source Q21, generating the
sweep voltage. Once triggered, the q output of the
gate generator holds off the Schmitt trigger by way of
gate-inverter F.

When the sweep ramp reaches 10V, it triggers the
cutoff Schmitt trigger circuit which in turn resets the
gate generator flip-flop, To prevent retriggering
while the ramp capacitor is discharging, the negative-
going reset trigger is processed through NAND gates

C and D, which act as a sweep hold-off circuit. The
output of gate D, which serves merely as an inverter,
is fed back to gate C, clamping the output of gate D
low until sweep holdoff capacitor C21 discharges suf-
ficiently to allow the gate D output to rise again. By
holding the cr,R input to the gate generator low while
sweep holdoff capacitor C21 discharges, gate D pre-
vents a new sweep from being initiated during the
holdoff period.

This raises a new problem-an erratic sweep could
occur if a trigger arrives at the gate generator at the
same time that the holdoff circuit is removing the cr,n
signal. An erratic sweep would result because the
switching time of the gate generator would be differ-
ent in this case. Therefore, a trigger inhibit flip-flop
and a signal delay have been added,

Normally, the low-to-high transition at the output
of the input Schmitt trigger initially causes a high-to-
Iow transi t ion at the output of gate A, but the
Schmitt transition is also delaved and inverted in in-



verters G so it causes the gate A output to go high
again a few nanoseconds later. This delayed transi-
tion passes through gate B and triggers the gate gener-
ator, starting the sweep. Gate B was enabled by the
trigger inhibit circuit which had been clocked by the
Schmitt trigger a few nanoseconds earlier.

During the holdoff period, the triggering transi-
tion cannot pass gate B so long as the trigger inhibit
flip-flop's q output is held low by the holdoff signal
at the cLR input. However, if a trigger arrives at the
trigger inhibit flip-flop at the same time that the hold-
off signal is being removed, the switching time of
the q output would be affected, but this causes no
problem because the transition will be complete by
the time the trigger arrives at gate B because of the de-
lays in the inverters G. Thus it is not possible for a
trigger to arrive at the gate generator at the same time
the holdoff signal is being removed. The result is so-
Iidly stable triggering.

The total delay from trigger Schmitt transition to
CRT unblanking and sweep start  is about
0.1ps.

Always a Baseline
In the absence of triggers, the sweep circuit be-

comes self-triggering so the CRT trace is never
lost-there is always a baseline. The trailing edge of
the holdoff pulse starts a new sweep whenever the
autotrigger circuit enables gate E.

The autotrigger circuit is a monostable multivibra-
tor. With no input triggers, the Q output of this cir-
cuit is high, allowing the output of gate E to go low
on occurrence of the trailing edge of the sweep reset
pulse. The negative-going step out of gate E is ap-
plied to the "preset" input of the gate generator, start-
ing a sweep. As long as gate E is enabled, sweeps will
occur automatically.

An input trigger sets the autotrigger monostable
multivibrator, blocking gate E. The monostable re-
sets itself 0.5 s after the last input trigger so in the ab-
sence of any input triggers, a baseline appears on the
CRT. Whenever there are triggers, the monostable re-
mains in the set state and gate E is closed, preventing
self-triggering of the sweeps.

Few Parts
The two Schmitt triggers are on one integrated cir-

cuit and the two flip-flops on another. Four of the
gates are on one IC and two more are on another (two
other gates in this IC are used elsewhere in the instru-
ment). All three amplifiers in the delay chain are on
one IC (three other amplifiers in the same IC are used
elsewhere). In other words, most of the trigger cir-
cuitry is implemented with six integrated circuits,
and these are low-cost, standard TTL logic circuits,
another example of how improved performance can
now be obtained at lower cost.

TV Sync
Because it is expected that these oscilloscopes will

find wide use in service shops, a TV sync separator is
included [Fie. +). This works along conventional
lines in that it clamps to the peak value of a compo-
site TV waveform and clips off 60% of the waveform,
leaving the TV sync pulses. These are cleaned up by
applying them to a Schmitt trigger before sending
them on to the sweep trigger circuit, or they are
passed through a low-pass filter to obtain the vertical
sync pulse, then shaped by a Schmitt trigger. The ver-
tical pulses are passed to a +2 circuit, however, so
that the resulting triggers occur on every second
field, and hence at the same point in each frame for a
clean display.

Economical Regulated High-Voltage
To assure a constant deflection factor and hence de-

flection accuracy, the new oscilloscopes have a regu-
Iator on the high-voltage supply for the accelerating
electrodes. Recent practice has been to derive the ac-
celerating voltages by using an ultrasonic oscillator
to drive a step-up transformer that supplies the high-
voltage rectifier, making it possible to apply level
control signals at low voltage levels to the oscillator.

The Models 122OA and tzztA have a high-voltage
regulating system that does not require a separate os-

Fig. 10. High-voltage power supply uses a regulator that
operates at low voltage levels.



cillator to enable control with low voltages. As
shown in the diagram of Fig. 10, the high voltage is
obtained from a separate winding on the power trans-
former. The ground return, however, passes through
a series-pass transistor Q30. The regulator amplifier
causes the voltage drop across Q30 to change in the
right amount to compensate for voltage changes in
the high-voltage supply, as sensed at a tap on the re-
sistive divider, using the regulated 95V supply as a
reference.

All the other voltages in the oscilloscope are regu-
Iated too, a feature that costs relatively little to imple-
ment nowadays because of the availability of low-
cost integrated-circuit regulators.
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S P  E C I F I C A T I O N S
Model8 1220A and 12214 Osclllccopes

Mod$ ol Operatlon (12204)
CHAXNEL A; CHANNEL B: dannsls A and B displayed ahdnalely o. suc@s-

sive sweeps (Alt). riggonng by A channol channels A and B displayed by

ssbhiru beMeen channsls arappror 2@kHz.alewilh blanking dlring swilch'

i . g  ( C h o p ) i  a o l o m a l i c  s e l e c l i o n  o t  a l t e r n a l e  o r  c h o p  d o d e .  C h o p ,  a t

swe€p speds tom 0.5 dcm to 1 mdcmt All, 05 ms/cn lo 0.1 ps/cm

Verlical Amplitiers
AAilOWIOIH: (3 dB down tiom 50 kHz,6 div rdersnc€ signal tom a ldminald

OC'COUPLEO: dc lo 15 MH2
AC-COUPLED: lowe. limil is a@rox 2 Hz
BISETIME: aDorox 23 ns.

DEFLECION FACTOF
BANGES: nom 2 mv/cm to 10 V/cm in 1,2,5 sequence 13./. accuracy wnh ver

niq in @librard position on lomv/cn io 1ovrcm ranges. .5?o on 2 and 5

EXTEFNAL: .ppror 2 Bz lo 15 MHz on signals 0.1 V pp or md€
EXTEFNAL INPUI RC: app.ox 1 mqohm shunl€d by approx 30 pF.
UNE: tiggers on line t€qu€ncy
ru SYNC: sqa.alo. tor + o. video, .qotes 1 cm ol vid6o signal b rigger.

&tooaric kams (0.5 s/cm ro 100 rs/cm) and line sroct (50 !s/cm ro
0.1 ls/cnl Usable also as a low-Dass tltsr

LEVEI ANO SLOPE
INTEFNA!: al any pord on pNitive or nqalivs srope ot disprayed wav€rom.
€XIEBNAI conrjnlously va.iable l.om +05V lo 0.5V on oilher slope ol

hgge. wavelorm. -10 exlends ri99e. rarye lo +5V !o -5V.

Exteanal Horizontal Inpul
BANOWIDn: dc lo 1 MHz
COUPLINGT dc.

Continuols adjlshonl b€R@n rangss by Expand€r.
INPUT FC: 4pror 1 megohm shunld by 4prox 30 pF
X-Y PHASE SAIF: <3'al 1@ kHz

CathodeBay Tube and Controla
WPE: mono accel6raloi, approx 2 kV a@eleraling Flential. P3i phosphor.

Elue lighl filler lumished P7 phosphd and ambd fher in li6u d P31 availabls
GRAnCU LE: 0 x 1 0 cm inrernal graridle; 0.2 cn subdivisions on major horizonlal

6EAt FINDER: rorumstace ro cRT$reen.4ardl6ss ol seting ot horizdlal ad

PROBE ADJUST: amrox 3 V peak, 2 kHz squars wave lor adjusling prcbo

lNTEiSlfl TOOULATIOX: +5 v (frL mmpalibl€) dc lo 1 MH2 blanks tace ot
any inlensiv. Input B approx 1 k oho.

Gsngtal
rcwEF: ro0, 120, 24 V, +5, - 10.6. 4 ro 66 Hz. 4pror 35 W

WEIGBT:
1204: nol, l6Y. lb (7.3 kq).
r221Ai nel, 15% lb (7.0 kg).

ufExEoxs: 12v. in w ! 7h i. H x 16v. in o pr.t x 18.1 i 41.3 cm).

OPERANTG ENVIFONf,EF
TEMPEFATUnE:0 lo +45" Ci non-46rat.g to 75'C.
HUMIDIR: to 95% r6lativ6 hunid! lo +4d C.
aLnruDE: ro r5,@ n 14m mi.
VIBRATIS: vibrald inthresplanssio. lSminut6sead wh O.O10in (0.25 mm)

oxdrsion l0 lo 55 H2.

Ace$orie3
VOLTAGE OMOEF PAOAE: Mdd 1@13A lGlcl vd4€ dif&r pr& pra

vid6s loMoinpulresistanc6shuddby 10pF. Mainlainslull 15 MHzbadsdh.
CATERA AOAPTEF: Mdd 10373A Camera Adapt€r allows Mdd l23A

Camtra ro be usd
fFO[ PAXEL COVER: Mdd 101 17A Front Panel C@d prdid€s prddid

atu sroree spa€ lor probos.

FACK f@NIXqXtr: Mod€l 101 19A Back MooniE Kilmdds 1220Aq 1214

6dbsc@s in siandard 19 in (48.3 cn) €ck rqinng only 8% in (2?.2 cm) ol

PFrcES Ii U.S.A.
Mdd 12204 Oual Chann.l Gdlloscry, S695
Mdd 1221A siqlo channd oscilbsry, 5575

P7 phGphof insread ol P3l, add $20.
Mdd 1@t3A Volage Oividor Prd6, s0.
Mdd 16734 Camora Adat€r, S5 ite.tarive)
Mdd 101 l7A Fronloe.ol Cde., P0.
Mdd 10119A Rack Mounling Kn, s5.

INPUT FC: apprcx 1 MO shuntod by approx $ pF
INPUT COUPLING: ac, dc, o. gnd seledable Gnd Fdrion disconnsds srgnal

inpul a.d grounds amplilior input.

Time Bas
SWEEP

RANGES: tom 0 1 !s/cm to C.5 s/cm in 1,2,5 sequence. 147. ac.uracy with

EXPANDER: co.linu@sly expands sweep lo mq€ han 10 limos Matrmlm
!s6le swesp sped is approx 20 ns/cm

SWEEP [OOE: swe€p is tiggsrsd by inle.nal or erlernal signal. Brighl baseline
di$layd in abs€nce ot inpll signal.

IFIGGERING
INTEBNA!: approt 2 Hz io 15 MHz on signals causing 1 cm or mor€ vodi€l

Hdr6nb6g€r Stas$ 110
O-70S &bliry€n, Wtft 6ob€rg

cqoRADo sPqtNGs olvlsloN
190 Gardsn d lh6 Gds Road
cdorado Spnngs, Colo.ado 80$7
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Laboratory Nofebook
Shalp Cut-off Fllters lor That Awkward UHF Band

With discrete components too.lossy, ond covities too bulky,
tlre design of compact, shorp cut-offfilters for thefrequenciet 

Obetween 2oo and 7000 MIIZ poses a problem.
In designing th eModel TSlolAECG Telemetry Receiver,* we

foced this problem. Here wos needed afilterthatwould remove
onimoge/requencyat42SMHzwithoutoverlyottenuotingthe -10
cawiet at 467 MHz (IF of 22 MHz and LO at 445 MHz). Ordinari-
ly this wou.ld be done with bondposs filters, severol in series be- o
ing required to get odequote rejection in this frequency band. :
Severol filters in series, though, meons consideroble loss. E -2O

This problem wos solved by using o tronsmissionJine fi.lter. E
This filter is not only effective, but it is olso inexpensive. e

Shown in the drowing below, the/ilter hos two tronsmission- o 
_.n

line sections that form o series-resonont trop for the image fre-
quency and a parollel-resonont possbond for the corrier. Oper-
otion is as follows: Copocitor C1 tunes tronsmissionJ ine ZI to
series resononce at423 MHz,thus effectively shorting out ony -40

signo.ls at tlre imoge frequency. At higherfreq uencls, Zt is in-
ductive but tronsmissionJine 22,being shorter, is capocitive.
C2 is tuned to resonote 22 with 27 at 467 MIIz so the corrier
'sees' a pcrallel resonont circuit, ond passes with negligible
Ioss.

As shown in the plot of freqtency response' this design eosi-
ly ochieves more thon 35 dB rejection ofsignols otthe imogefre-
quency in a 500 system, ond more than 45 dB in a 2ooA sys-
tem.

Deeign Execution
There are a number of ways that such o circuit con be con-

structed. Using lengths of coaxial coble wos not entirely satis-

factory, however, becouse the fringing fields ot the open ends
of the coble where the copocitors ore attoched interocted with
otherfilters neorby.
*Larsen st al, "An Etfeciive ECG Telemetry System," Hervlett-Packard Journal' Ap]il 1972.

ro0 420 m ffi tl8o 5m
Frequency (MHz)

The design that evolved uses o.long, norrow, sheet-metol box
with on open side thot is clamped to the ground plane of a
printed-circuit boord, forming the outer conductor of o cosxial
line. The center conductor is o flot bor mounted ot eoch end by
a trimmer copocitor, as shown in the drowing. This forms o
completely shielded, Iow-loss, air-dielectric tronsmission line.

Center
Conductol

Printed Circuit Board

The single structure contoins both sections o/ cooxiol line.
The signol lead, brought from the other side of the printed-cir-
cuit board through o hole in the ground plane, attaches to the
center conductor at the point that divides the line into the ser-
ies-resonont ond porall el -resonont s ecti ons. Actually, tw o sig-
no.l leods ore used, onefor the input to thefilter ond onefor the
output, e.liminoting o common impedonce between input ond
output that would degrode performonce. These leads ottoch on
opposite sides of the center-conductor bor.

Two of these filters ore used in the HP Model 78707A ECG
Telemetry fleceiver, one at the ontenno input ond one ot the
output of the two-stage tuned RF amplifier' Overoll, on imoge

frequency rejection of mote thon 10o dB is obtoined.

/omes Larsen
Richard Dilmon
Richard Tverdoch

Medicol Electronics Division

Variable

o

o
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O A Data Error Analyzer for Tracking Down
Problems in Data Communications
A combined data generator and se/i-synchronizing
receiver, this new instrument makes six different
measurements si multaneously, helping to pi npoi nf sources
of trouble in data communications sysfems.

by Jeffrey R. Duerr

ITH THE GROWING USE of voice-communi-
cation channels for the transmission of digital

data, maintaining transmission reliability becomes
of increasing concern.

Reliability can be enhanced by repeating messages
or by transmitting at slower rates, which means less
efficient use of facilities, or it can be enhanced by the
use of error-correcting codes, which implies more
complex equipment. On the other hand, increased re-
Iiability results from consistently maintaining opti-
mum system performance.

Making sure that optimum performance is main-
tained at all times has not been as simple and straight-
forward as one might surmise. The transmission of di-
gital data over any distance often involves sophisti-
cated equipment designed and manufactured by
several different firms. The data may originate in a
keyboard/display terminal or a computer made by
one firm, be coupled to someone else's telephone sys-
tem by a modem made by still another firm, be trans-
mitted over the telephone system to another modem,
and finally reach the receiving terminal or computer.
The system is usually a combination of the efforts of a
terminal manufacturer, a separate modem manufac-

turer, a representative of the telephone company,
and an in-house technician, none of whom are liable
to be involved in a comprehensive view of the whole
system.

Diagnostic programs that can show whether or not
a system is operating satisfactorily have been writ-
ten, but interpreting results when the system does
not operate properly is often hard to do, especially
since those who understand the diagnostics may not
have a good understanding of the various parts of the
system.

For these reasons a new instrument was con-
ceived, an instrument sufficiently complex to fully
exercise a sophisticated data link yet simple enough
to be operated without detailed knowledge of the var-
ious parts of the system under test. Information pre-
sented by the instrument is unambiguous and easily
interpreted to help track down the system compon-
ent at fault.

This instrument, Model 1645A Data Error Ana-
lyzer [Fig. 1), is designed primarily to survey data
communications systems that use voice-grade phone
lines. It derives the information necessary to ap-
proach solutions to network problems by generating

Fig. 1. Model 1645A Data Error
Analyzer genetates digital test
patterns in its transmitter section,
transmits the patterns through a
communications channel, and
analyzes the received patterns in
its receiver section by comparing
them to locally-generated pat-
terns. lt analyzes the patterns six
ways simultaneously.



and interpreting digital patterns. It operates at 12
standard bit rates from 75 to 9600 bits/s but it can ana-
lyze synchronous systems* at any bit rate up to
5 Mbits/s.

Multiple Tests
The Analyzer generates pseudorandom bit se-

quences for the data input. At the receiving end, it
compares the received sequence to a locally gener-
ated sequence identical to the transmitted sequence.
For end-to-end measurements, two instruments are
used, but because the instrument contains both trans-
mitting and receiving circuits, only one is needed for
loop-around tests.

The instrument makes several tests as it compares
the received and locally generated sequences. Be-
sides measuring bit-error rate, which gives a mea-
sure of how well a digital transmission system is per-
forming, it measures several other parameters to help
localize problems. The tests it performs are:
o Bit error rate (BER), the ratio of number of in-
correct bits to number of bits received. It is fast be-
coming the preferred indicator of digital transmis-
sion quality.
o Block enror rate (BKER), the ratio of the number of
data blocks that have errors to the number of blocks
received. In the 1645A, each block has 1000 bits.
When compared to bit-error rate, this indicates the
distribution of ertot, that is, whether they are evenly
distributed or whether they occur in bursts.
o Skew, a comparison of the number of times that
a "1" data bit is in error to the number of times that
a "0" is in error. As measured by the new Data Error
Analyzer, skew is the percentage of time that "1's" are
in error with respect to total errors. If the reading is
not consistently near 5070, it indicates that the er-
rors may be pattern sensitive or that a decision thresh-
old somewhere in the system is improperly set.
o fitter, which is peak-to-peak timing variations in
the received bits expressed as percent of nominal bit
period. This can be the result of power line pickup or
other interference with the timing of the system.
o Total peak distortion, which is jitter plus bias,
bias being a condition where marks, ot "'1". data bits,
are consistently of a different length from the spaces,
or "0" data bits, expressed as a percent of nominal bit
period. It usually results from an improperly set
threshold level and often results in skew.
o Clock slip, the number of times that data jumped
one bit period or more during the selected measure-
ment interval. It usually results from phase hits
caused by path switching in the transmission link or
it could be caused by slippage of the bit synchronizer
in a synchronous modem.
* A synchronous system is defined as one where system timing is synchronized t0 a master clock in
the tnnsmitting modem. A clock-recovery circuitinthe receiving modem reconstitutesthe master clock
fortheterminal. lnanasynchronous system, timing is controlled bytheterminal, e.g. ateletypewriter.

o Carrier loss, expressed as the number of times that
input data faded during the measurement period. An
output is provided so the number of bits lost can be
totaled by an external counter to derive a measure of
total lost time.

Organizing Test Results
Errors are accumulated for a time interval equiva-

lent to the number of bits selected by a front-panel
switch, which gives a choice of 102 to 10e bits in de-
cade steps. Tests may also be conducted in an AUTO
mode that terminates a test on the next decade
number of bits received after 98 errors have been
counted. This assures valid (non-overranged) read-
ings when the instrument must be left unattended.
Tests may also be started and stopped manually.

Single tests can be made, each in response to a
front-panel switch, or tests may be repeated automati-
cally.

Regardless of the test selected for display during
the measurement interval, front-panel indicators
flash to show occurrence of each of four types of er-
rors (BER, BKER, clock slip, carrier loss). During the
test, the display presents a continuously updated in-
dication of number of errors. Results of all tests are
stored internally and at the conclusion of the meas-
urement interval, are made available for readout
individually, as selected by a front-panel switch.
This permits comparison of all values obtained on
the same data, an aid in diagnosing problems. The re-
sults of any four tests are also printed sequentially if
an external printer is used, permitting long-term,
repetitive tests to be conducted unattended.

The instrument outputs a pulse once per received
digital sequence, enabling oscilloscope viewing of
the received sequence. It also outputs a pulse when-
ever an error is detected. One of the uses for this out-
put is to trigger an oscilloscope or logic analyzer
when an error occurs, so the 16 bits that precede the
error can be displayed. A 16-bit delay makes the last
16 bits available at a front-panel connector. This is
useful in determining whether certain bit patterns
cause the errors.

The time lapse between a data edge and an internal
clock reference is available at a front-panel connec-
tor as an analog signal. This allows oscilloscope
study of the cyclic nature of any jitter, often helping
by providing clues as to the cause of the jitter, e.g.,
powerline pickup.

Where lt Goes
In evaluating a system, the Data Error Analyzer

usually connects to the modem in place of the termin-
aI. Accordingly, it generates and responds to the
"handshake" signals used by modems. The display
includes the necessary indicators (DATA sET READv,
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cLEAR To sEND) and a front-panel switch selects the
control status IDATA TERMINAL READY, REQUEST To
sEND). The switch also has a BAcKwARD cuaNxru posi-
tion to allow tests involving the modem's supervi-
sory channel.

Interface is by way of a plug-in circuit card and
connector (Fig. 2) that can be changed to meet the
requirements of different interface standards. Nor-
mally, the instrument is supplied with a card that
meets the logic-level and pin numbering require-
ments of EIA specification RS232C (CCITT V 24).

TTl-compatible inputs and outputs through BNC
connectors on the front and rear panels facilitate use
of the instrument in the lab and in other special situa-
tions.

Test Patterns
A front-panel switch selects one of seven digital se-

quences in NRZ (non-return to zero) format for trans-
mission and at the same time it sets the receiver cir-
cuits to the identical pattern. Four pseudorandom bit
sequences IPRBS) are available (63, 511, 1047, and
7 O48 575 bits) and there are three mark:space pat-

Flg.2. Plug-in modules interface the Data Enor Analyzer to
fhe system to be tested. The circuit card converts the instru-
ment's logic levels to lhose required by the system. An appro-
Niate connector is included.

terns, a single mark (or "1") preceded by 1, 3, ot 7
spaces ("0"), a greater range of test sequences than
CCITT requirements. A oataroRra switch allows the
complement of the selected pattern to be used, e .8., a

TransmltOutput

Connector

Conn€ctor Inputs Connector

Full Duplex End-to-end Te3t (Transmis3ion and Recelve In Both Dlrectlons Simultaneously.)

l.-o"" ""*-l
I Tran3mit I

l/o*'*"\l

Interface
Connector

Recelve
lnputs

Full Ouplex Loop Around Test Ffg. 3. Some of the ways by which
the Data Enor Analyzer is con-
nected to a syslern for fesfs.
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single space preceded by seven marks.
The pattern selector switch also has a vRm posi-

tion that simply places a dc level on the output.
In end-to-end measurements, as long as the receiv-

ing instrument is set to the same pattern and bit rate
as the transmitting instrument, the receiver circuits
automatically synchronize to the transmitted bit rate
and automatically align the locally-generated bit se-
quence to that transmitted. The receiving circuits al-
so sense whether or not the polarity of the transmit-
ted bit sequence may have been inverted during
transmission and perform a re-inversion if neces-
sary. Furthermore, the display circuits are autorang-
ing. Thus, in routine tests the operator need concern
himself only with setting the pattern and bit-rate
switches and selecting the time duration of the test.

The instrument also has a Loop mode that internal-
ly couples the transmitting circuits directly to the re-
ceiving circuits to verify that the instrument is operat-
ing correctly. One bit in each PRBS sequence can be
made a deliberate error so the operation of the error-
detecting circuits can be confirmed.

Some of the ways that the Data Error Analyzer may
be connected to a system for tests is shown in Fig. 3.
The manner in which it used to track down a prob-
lem is shown by the troubleshooting diagram of
Fig. a.

Instrument Operation
A block diagram of the Data Error Analyzer is

shown in Fig. 5. The pseudorandom digital se-
quences are generated in a shift register that has feed-
back through exclusive-OR gates to its input from se-
lected stages within the register. The mark:space se-
quences are generated by a counter that resets after a
selected number of counts.

The clock frequency is divided down from a 5.76
MHz crystal oscillator to one of the standard modem
clock frequencies, or it can be supplied by an exter-
nal source.

The selected sequence is supplied to the front
panel through a TTl-level buffer and to the interface
module that converts the sequence to levels suitable
for the system to be tested. These are the only cir-
cuits concerned with the transmit function. AII the
others belong to the receiver.

The test sequence, after transmission through the
unit or system under test, is brought into the instru-
ment either through a front-panel connector (not
shown) or through the interface module. It is then dis-
tributed to the various circuits.

Receiver timing is controlled by the bit synchron-
izer. This has a stable 5.76 MHz oscillator that is
phase-locked to the incoming data stream. The out-
put of the oscillator is divided down to derive the se-
lected clock frequency. It is not used, however, if an
external clock is supplied.

Checking for Errors
The incoming data is compared bit by bit to the out-

put of a closed-loop shift register that is configured
the same as the transmitting shift register. Whenever
the two bit sequences differ, an error is counted.

Errors decr€ase

Check modem
tllter

Check
modem

Check channel

No chenge

- Ch6ck
19 channelnumber ot

transltlons

Ch6ck modom
blt aynchronlzcr

Flg. 4. Tratbleshooting diagrcm shows how vailous test
resu/fs are used totrack down problems in a data communica-
tlons sysfern.
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Received data

Bit Errors

From this. measurements of bit-error rate are de-
r ived.

The incoming data is also compared to the output
of an open-loop shift register that uses the same ex-
clusive-OR gate configuration as the transmit register
but which has no feedback connection. This regis-
ter is used for synchronizing the closed-loop shift
register, for detecting clock slip, and for detecting
the need for inverting the polarity of the incoming
data stream, as will be described subsequently.

Block-error rate is measured by incrementing a
counter every 1000 bits only if one or more errors had
occurred during the 1000-bit block. Skew is mea-
sured by totaling all errors in one counter and only
the 1's errors in a second counter. When the all-error
counter overflows on a count of too (actually 98 be-
cause of internal logic), the contents of the 1's-only
counter is latched out as the measure of skew.

Flg. 5. Block diagram of Model
16454 Data Enor Analyzer.

The jitter/bias circuit compares the timing of the da-
ta edges to clock pulses derived from the phase-
locked oscillator. From this comparison, values for
jitter and total peak distortion are derived.

Carrier loss is detected by a counter that totals
clock pulses between data transitions in the incom-
ing data stream. If more than 16 clock periods elapse
without a data transition, it is assumed that a dropout
occurred. For the long pseudorandom sequence,
which has up to 20 bits without a transition, the deci-
sion threshold is set to 32. The error measuring cir-
cuits are inhibited when carrier loss is detected so as
not to count false errors beyond those counted dur-
ing the detection period. The error count resumes,
however, after the carrier returns so measurements
are not aborted by a carrier loss.

The incoming data is also applied to a 16-bit shift
register that serves for temporary storage. This
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makes the 16 bits that precede an erlor available for
examination.

Automatic Sync
For the error detection circuits to work. the closed-

loop shift register in the receiver must operate in
synchronism with the shift register in the transmit-
ter. Frame sync, as it is called, is accomplished with
the help of the open-loop shift register.

By way of explanation, the two shift register con-
figurations are shown in Fig. 6. The output of the
closed-loop or feedback register is passed through an
exclusive-OR gate and fed back into the input. There
is an output from the exclusive-OR gate only when
its inputs differ, so the output of the feedback register
may or may not be fed back unaltered depending on
the state of the other input to the gate. With proper
choice of feedback taps (and precautions to assure
that the shift register is never in the all-zero state),
the shift register generates all possible combinations
of N ones and zeros, except all zeros, where N is the
number of states in the register.

If the same PRBS sequence generated by the feed-
back register were fed into the open-loop or feedfor-
ward register, the output of the feedforward register
would be identical to its input, just as though it were
supplying its own input. If, however, an error were
injected into the input stream, it would cause two er-
rors at the output (once in each stage connected to
the exclusive-OR gate). Open-loop shift registers
therefore are not accurate indicators of bit-error rate,
not only adding errors but also cancelling errors
when there is more than one error in the register.
However, frame sync with the data stream is auto-
matically achieved as soon as the data loads N bits
into the register.

These properties are used to advantage in the new
Data Error Analyzer. As shown in Fig. O, the incom-

Fig. 6. Simplified diagram illus-
trates concept behind closed-
loop (feedback) and open-loop
(feedforward) registers and how
the two configurations are used
in the Data Error Analvzer.

ing bit stream is fed only to the feedforward register
but it is compared to the outputs of both registers.
The instrument, however, counts only the errors
from the feedback register when measuring bit-error
rate.

The comparison of the errors detected by the two
registers determines the course of action within the
instrument. At startup or following a clock slip, both
registers will be out of frame sync, but within N bits
the feedforward register will be loaded by the incom-
ing data and will stop generating errors. The feed-
back register, on the other hand, continues to gener-
ate errors.

Errors from the feedback register are totaled in a
counter that is reset by errors from the feedforward re-
gister. If the counter overflows, indicating a great ex-
cess of feedback errors over feedforward errors, the
overflow turns on a front-panel our oF LocK indica-
tor and it initiates the transfer of the contents of the
feedforward register, which now has valid data, into
the feedback register. This is how the instrument
achieves frame sync automatically.

Following start up, frame sync is required only
when there has been a clock slip or when there has
been a carrier loss. Each time frame sync is triggered,
the clock slip totalizer is incremented one count.

This system is also used to detect the polarity of
the data stream. If the data stream is inverted by the
system under test, the output of the feedforward re-
gister will nevertheless have the proper polarity be-
cause both inputs to the exclusive-OR gate are in-
verted. The feedforward error detector would thus de-
tect errors 100% of the time. If errors are counted
100% of the time, the control circuits switch an in-
verter into the data path.

The autopolarity system is locked up during a test
interval to prevent bursts of errors from triggering
polarity inversion.
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10Ox Clock Jitter/
Total Peak

Jitter/Total Peak Measurement
fitter is measured by counting 100x clock pulses

[100 x faster than the clock rate) from a data edge to
the clock edge, which normally occurs half way
through the data bit period. The difference between
the lowest and highest values counted during the
test interval is a measure of jitter.

This is carried out by the system diagrammed in
Fig. 7 . Upon sensing a positive-going data edge, the
edge detector generates a start pulse for the con-
troller which in turn enables the interval counter to
start totalizing 100x clock pulses. The next clock
edge stops the count, the exact count depending
upon the position of the data edge with respect to the
clock edge.

The count thus obtained is compared to the count
in the low store register. If the count in the intewal
counter is the lesser of the two, it is loaded into the
low store register in place of the count already there
(the register was loaded with the first interval count
at the beginning of a test).

The count in the interval counter is also compared
to the sum of the counts in the low store and differ-
ence store registers. If the new count is greater than
this sum, which represents the maximum count that
has been received, the number in the low store reg-
ister is subtracted from the new count and the result
is loaded into the difference store register.

The difference register now contains a number
that corresponds to jitter directly in terms of percent

Flg. 7. Block diagram of jitter
measurement circuit.

of clock period (100 counts equals 100%). The con-
tents of this register are displayed to give readings of
jitter.

Total peak distortion (jitter plus bias) is measured
by switching the edge detector to respond to both
posit ive- and negat ive-going data edges. The
number in the difference store thus reflects both the
edge variations fjitter) and the relative positional dif-
ference between positive and negative edges (bias).

Flg.8. Oscr//ogram of analog waveform available at JITTERI
TOTAL PEAK ottput. The nature ol the waveform helps defer-
mine the cause of the jitter (the waveform appears quantized
because it is made up of discrete samples).
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An additional feature of the system is that the inter-
val counter contains continuously up-dated informa-
tion about the position of data edges with respect to
the clock. When the data-edge-to-clock count is com-
plete, this information is converted to an analog vol-
tage and presented at a front-panel connector, gener-
ating a waveform that conesponds to the movement
of data edges with respect to the clock. The resulting
waveform can be viewed on an oscilloscope, as
shown in Fig. 8, as an aid in determining the source
of the jitter. This output 0ITTERnoTAL PEAK) is cali-
brated so 1 volt out represents 10% distortion.

When the Analyzer is measuring total peak distor-
tion, the oscilloscope's vertical deflection switches
back and forth from the voltage corresponding to the
positive-edge-to-clock interval to the voltage corre-
sponding to the negative-edge-to-clock interval, trac-
ing out two waveforms. The separation between
waveforms is proportional to bias.

When the Analyzer is used with an external clock,
the jitter measurement circuits are disabled since no
100x clock would then be available. fitter in synch-
ronous systems, where an external clock most likely
would be used, is usually less than 1% and is not a
problem at the modem output. fitter is primarily of
concern with asynchronous systems where it may be
as much as 2oo/o.

Data ln

Single
Sample

Reconstructed
-l

Data

Analog
Filtsred
Data

Statistical Fllter
A switchable filter is included in the incoming

data path. Usually, the filter in the modem cleans up
a noisy signal. Whether or not it is performing satis-
factorily can be determined by comparing bit-error-
rate measurements with the Analyzer 's f i l ter
switched out to those made with the filter in.

The filter has to accommodate asynchronous bit
frequencies from 75 to 9600 bps. As shown by the
waveform in Fig. 9, analog filtering does not obtain
reliable results so the filter used is a digital type that
uses majority logic to decide whether a particular bit
is a one or a zero. Each bit is sampled 100 times. Each
time the sample is above the median threshold, it in-
crements a counter. At the end of the bit, the compara-
tor checks to see if 50 or more counts have accumu-
lated. If so, that data bit is classed as a one. Otherwise
it is a zero.

When the filter is disabled, the incoming data is
sampled once in the center of each bit to determine
whether it is a one or a zero.

Stable Clock
As mentioned previously, stable clock pulses are

derived in the bit synchronizer. The heart of the bit
synchronizer is a voltage-controlled 5.76 MHz LC
oscillator that can be electrically tuned over a -+O.5o/o

range. As in the case of the transmitter, dividers de-
rive the various clock rates.

As shown in Fig. 10, the oscillator frequency is con-
trolled by a phase detector, an RS flip-flop that is trig-
gered on by a data edge and off by the next clock
edge. This not only ensures that the instrument locks
to the incoming bit rate, but it also places the clock
edge midway in a bit period.

The output of the phase detector is averaged by a
low-pass filter that is a compromise between stabi-
lity (long time constant) and acquisition speed. Loop
bandwidth is 3 Hz, which is well below the rate of
change of jitter and other parameters to be measured
with reference to the clock, but which permits fast ac-
quisition from the operator's point of view.

The filter's time constant, however, would allow
the oscillator to drift off frequency during the long
pseudorandom sequence, which has long strings of
bits in a row where no data edges occur. These would
cause the phase detector to remain in either one of its
two stable states, pulling the oscillator off frequency.
Lengthening the filter's time constant to prevent
drift from this source would seriously hamper acqui-
sition speed.

This problem was solved by using a switch that
disconnects the phase detector output, allowing the
filter capacitor to retain its present voltage until the
switch closes again. The switch is controlled by a
comparator circuit that monitors the internal states
of the input feedback shift register and turns off the
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Fig. 10. VCO control loop.

switch whenever it detects that the register is about
to output a long string of ones or zeros.

This arrangement reduces jitter during the long
pseudorandom sequence from 75lo or so to less than

Counters

Exponent
Display

1%. Another indication of the effectiveness of this cir-
cuit is that if the data input is removed, the oscillator
remains in the correct phase for more than 5 seconds,
equivalent to more than 375 bits at the slowest rate.

Autorange Control
The traditional way of displaying bit-error rate is

as a number times 10 raised to some negative power
(Ax10-"). This method is used in the Data Error
Analyzer. It was also desired to display the count in
progress which would indicate how much of the test
interval had elapsed. This is accomplished by using
the exponent in the display to indicate the number of
data bits received in decade steps. At the conclusion
of the test, the display then shows the overall bit-er-
ror rate properly ranged.

The autoranging system is shown in Fig. 11. Clock
pulses are totalized in nine decade counters con-
nected in tandem. The output of each of these
counters goes to a selector. Initially, the output of the
first decade is selected. As the clock count goes
through 10, the first decade's output passes through
the selector to increment the exponent counter. The
exponent counter then shifts the selector to the next
decade. This procedure repeats for each decade.

The count in the exponent counter is displayed
continuously as the exponent. It is also compared to
the number selected by the front-panel ExPoNENT
RANGE switch and when they become equal, the com-
parator stops the measurement.

In the automatic mode, the exponent counter re-
ceives a signal from the bit-error counter when 98 er-
rors have been counted. It then stops the measure-
ment when it receives the increment signal from the
clock counter at the next decade change.

Ffg. 11. Autorange circuit selects
appropriate exponent to terminate
test inteN al automatically.
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The exponent counter's output passes through the
block subtract circuit before display. This circuit sub-
tracts 3 from the exponent count when the instru-
ment is displaying block error rate. giving block er-

Hewlett-Packard Company, 1501 Page Mill
Road. Palo Alto. California 94304

ror rate directly.
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SPECIF ICAT IONS
HP Model 1645A Data Errcr Analyzer

Blt Rate
IiITERNAL TRANSMITTER

BITS PER SECOND: s€tsctabte 75, r50,200,300, 600, 1200, 1800,2400,3600,
4800, 7200, 9600,

CRYSTAL FREOUENCY: 5.78 MHz i0.037o; <0.01olo jitter.

INTERI{AL BECEIVER (wlth bll .ynchronlzer)
RATE: dc to 9.6 kbo3.
TIME TO LOOP LOCK: 2 s max al <0.01 error rats.

EXTERNAL TRANSilTTTER rnd RECEIVEB FBEOUEI{CY: dc to 5 MHz.

Data Outputs/lnputs
REAR PANEL

INPUTS: backward channel dala, exlernal transmlttor clock, and sxternal r*
colvgr clock requlre TTL lovel; maxlmum input 5.5V.

OUTPUTS: bils lost and lransmltt€r sync provide TTL levels; internal transmltlor
dock Drovidos >2V into 50 ohms.

MULTIPIN CONNECTOFS: RS 232C connector and lnterlace levels for lnter-
facing wlth standard @mmunications systems. Printor output provldss TTL
level outDuls In BCD 8421 code.

FRONT PANEL
INPUT: data Input roquires TTL l6v6ls; maximum input, 5.5V.
OUTPUTS: rec€lvsr sync, 1 6 blt3 before enor, and arent provlde TTL levols; data

outpul provldss >2V into 50 ohms. Jilter/total peak analog outsut provides 1V
p-p lot 10o/" of p-p distortion trom wavotorm causing litter.

' 
General

DlilEt{SIONS:5.25 In H, 16.75 in W, 11.25 in D (133 x 416 x 286 mm).
WEIGHT: 22 lb (10 kg).
POWER: 1 15 or 230 Vac, /|8 to 440 Hz, 150 VA max.
OPEHATINC ENVIRONiIENT

TEMPEBATURE: O.C to +55.C.
HUMIDITY: to 95% relative humidity d 40rc.
ALTITUDE: to 15,000 tr. (4600 m).
VIBRATION: vlbrated In thre6 planos tor'15 minutes oach with 0.010 in

(0.25 mm) axcursion, 10 to 55 Hz.
PRICE lN U.s.A.: 1645A, $2150.
MANUFACTUHING DlVlSlON: COLORADO SPRINGS DIVISION

'1900 Garden ol the Gods Road
Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907

Jeffrey R. Duerr
Joining HP in 1970 after two years in aerospace communica-
tions, Jeff Duerr initially worked on the6940A/1 9004 program-
mable pulse generator system. Then, as project leader on the
16454 Data Enor Analyzer, he combined engineering with the
marketing research needed for developing an international
product. He is now a sales engineer in the Colorado Springs
Division. A native of Cleveland, Jeff earned a BSEE degree at
the University of Rochester and an MSEE degree in communi-
cations f rom the State University of New York at Butfalo (1 967).
Jeff likes to spend weekends backpacking in summer and ski-
ing in winter and he enjoys photography and blue-grass
banjo picking all year around.
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